
Space to learn! This outdoor classroom is a launchpad 
for teachers and students to engage with each other 
and learning in fresh and exciting ways. 

The expansive paved area, framed by shade-giving trees and 
dotted with gardens, incorporates tables and seating and  
games. It’s a welcoming, visually appealing space, fuelled with  
a positive energy that will ignite a passion for learning that will 
last a lifetime. 

Ideally suited for Primary School-aged students, this outdoor 
classroom delivers a combination of innovative teaching tools 
including e-classroom technology adapted for the outdoors, as 
well as musical instruments that have been proven to improve 
communication, social skills and fine motor skills. While the over-
sized chess board, a popular addition to school grounds, assists 
kids to develop critical thinking and reasoning and learn the 
important life lesson that actions have consequences. 

Age appropriate for

    Primary to Middle School Students

Medium outdoor 
classroom

Includes: 

• Electronic Interactive Play and Learning Wall

• Chess Board and pieces

• Conga Drums

• Play Chimes

• Woodlands benches and table settings
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Suits areas 

approx 60m 2



Features

• Zoned, multi-purpose learning space

• Made to suit spaces approximately 60m2

• Innovative electronic interactive play technology 

that can be affixed to a wall

• Musical instruments

• 3 x large tables and seating

• Bench seating

• Large pergola, trees and gardens provide shade

• Inclusive areas

• Compliant with NZ, Australian and European 

Safety Standards

• Colour options available

• Robust Playground Centre Warranties
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Conga Drums

They’ll love marching to their own beat with musical conga 
drums made from aluminium to suit almost any environment. 
Powder-coated standard in bright colours (or can be coloured 
to your choice). Available in timber, aluminium or wobbly 
wood post options. 

Find out more   

Electronic Interactive Play

eWall is an interactive play and learning wall that 
combines the best of electronic games and physical 
activity. Using lights, sounds, sequences, games and 
activities, students will love answering questions 
and recalling information as part of an energetic, 
exhilarating and multisensory experience.

Find out more   

Featured products
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Woodlands benches and table settings

Perfect for high-traffic areas, the budget-friendly Woodlands 
benches and hardwood table setting combine simplicity, 
durability, beautiful timber style and robust steel frames. 

Find out more   

Play Chimes

Children can create their own music with these musical play 
chimes with backboard, aluminium chimes and a pair of beaters. 
Brightly coloured or can be coloured to your choice. Available in 
timber, aluminium or wobbly wood. 

Find out more   

Chess Board and pieces

Strategic thinking made fun and social through a giant chess 
board! Consists of weatherproof, polyester tiles of 35x35cm each: 
fitted together to form a 2.8x 2.8m board. Includes chess pieces 
(tallest 64cm high).

Find out more   

Developmental benefits

• Fitness and physical skills including speed, reflexes,  

and reaction time. 

• Gross and fine motor skills plus hand-eye coordination.

• Sensory stimulation from electronic games 

(lights, sounds, and sequences).

• Sensory development from musical instruments 

(creating and exploring sounds, building  

neural pathways).

• Fast and focused learning, quick thinking,  

memory and confidence. 

• Teamwork and interpersonal skills through group games.

• Healthy competition, cooperation, concentration 

and logical thinking promoted by chess.

• Imaginative and creative play.

• Seating and tables for group learning and 

social interaction.

• Spaces and places for children who need calm/

quiet time.
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